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I. T. Zograph 

MONGOLIAN BORROWINGS 
IN DOCUMENTS OF YUAN CHANCELLERY 

Scholars studying Chinese literature of the Yuan (i.e. Mon
gol) period often stress the point that Baihua (the written 
language of that time) is strongly influenced by Mongolian, 
the fact, which, in their opinion, is responsible for great dif
ficulties in reading and understanding the Yuan texts. Some 
sinologists believe that Chinese transcriptions of loan
words, including many administrative and technical tenns 
(often corrupted beyond any recognition), are to be found 
not only in the Yuan official documents, but also in plays 
and novels of the period. They also consider it rather inter
esting for historical linguists to collect and to study this 
lexical material in order (i) to trace the origins of numerous 
"barbarisms" in Baihua, and (ii) to estimate the effect 
they have had on the present-day Chinese language [l]. 
To answer these questions, two groups of Yuan texts -
Chinese translations from Mongolian and original Chinese 
writings - can be drawn on. 

The present research is based on a collection of inscrip
tions which was published by Cai Meibiao in 1955 [2]. 
Since only a few of them were published earlier most in
scriptions have become open to public for the first time. 
The bulk of these inscriptions (engravings) are official 
documents translated from Mongolian. Their contents is re
produced from the prints of original Chinese stelae. Some 
of the prints have been produced directly from the stelae 
still available. However, the overall number of surviving 
stelae is very small, so the rest of the prints have to be 
looked for in different libraries or storehouses. From the 
linguistic viewpoint, the documents are of primary interest 
to the study of languages in contact, although the sphere of 
their linguistic investigation may be much broader. 

The question of Mongolian borrowings in Chinese is 
directly connected with a wider problem of interaction be
tween the two languages different in their structure. The 
Mongolian-Chinese interaction was not so much the result 
of a natural process of everyday oral contacts of the two 
languages, as was provoked by the language policy of 
Mongolian rulers in China. The language of Mongolian 
conquerors became the main official language of the coun
try: Mongolian officials commonly communicated with the 
local population with the aid of interpreters to a great many 
of whom Chinese was not a mother tongue. 

The interference process influenced but a narrow stra
tum of the Chinese language - the official speech -
which developed in the womb of the Mongolian chancel-
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lery in Yuan China (1280-1368), in other words, a lan
guage style used for translating documents from Mongolian 
into Chinese. (In other spheres of usage only traces of 
the Mongolian influence can be noticed.) The process of 
"mongolization" of the Chinese language was thus largely 
compelled, and it was no mere chance that this process con
siderably affected only those fields of written activities 
which were completely under Mongol control. However, 
this fact by no means diminishs the schorlarly interest to 
the phenomenon, instead it makes it stronger, since the 
"mongolization" of Chinese presents an excellent example 
of a language interference which. due to legislative acts, es
tablished a "social hierarchy" of the conqueror's language 
and that of the subjugated local population. It is also impor
tant that a great deal of documents coming from the Yuan 
chancellery have survived, providing a broad field for 
study [3]. 

The same type of the language is presented in grants of 
the Mongolian court to temples and monasteries as well as 
in other inscriptions on stelae. These inscriptions, which 
were carved on stone in many Buddhist and Taoist shrines, 
were collected by Chinese linguists, and the Corpus of this 
palaeographical materials was published by Cai Meibiao 
in 1955 (see n. 2). The inscriptions have not been subjected 
to a thorough linguistic study hitherto. although they drew 
attention of historians and palaeographers as early as in the 
mid-nineteenth century. All the researches who have 
worked on these texts point out that the language of the 
documents is very peculiar and not easy to understand. 
Some scholars ascribe this to the translators' careless
ness [4]. But this opinion can be refuted because. on the 
one hand, the style of the documents' language shows that 
it has to do with more than a single copyist or transla
tor - materials of this kind were widely spread throughout 
the period - and. on the other, deviations from the Stan
dard Chinese are not chaotic; they are instead rigidly regu
lar. Strictly speaking. the language of the documents can be 
regarded as a variant of the language with its own nonn 
since its f01mulac of a standardized character cannot be 
traced to any individual "creative" activity of a particular 
translator or copyist. 

Specific features of the language of the Yuan docu
ments can be explained if examined from the viewpoint of 
language interference. To this question my book "Mongo
lian-Chinese Interference" [5] is dedicated. For studying 
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grammatical issues of the Mongolian-Chineese interference 
it appears quite sufficient to base on the language of the 
documents collected by Cai Meibiao. The material col
lected by him is both representative and homogeneous and 
at the same time is limited in volume, which makes it 
easy to use [6]. However. a serious shortcoming of Cai 
Meibiao's material is numerous errors and misprints [7]. To 
characterize properly the lexical interference under discus
sion in my work l had to employ additional data from other 
sources: in order to demonstrate Mongolisms in Yuan Chi
nese 1 base my study mainly on data provided in the Index 
to "A Code of Yuan" by Paul Ratchnevsky [8]. 

Available Mongolian texts written in square script 
(originals of documents) arc also of use for such kind of in
vestigation, although they are less in number. The compari
son between them and the Chinese versions permits us to 
elucidate the principles of translation applied at that 
time and to see how close a Chinese translation is to its 
Mongolian original. But what is more important, such 
a comparison can help to elucidate the very mechanism of 
interference [9]. 

The language of the Yuan official documents reveals 
a strong Mongolian influence. As was mentioned above the 
traces of the interference arc noticeable not only on the 
lexical level (vocabulary is usually subject to external in
fluence). but on the grammatical level as well. The gram
matical influence of Mongolian on Chinese is mostly seen 
in word order: Chinese inscriptions which contain decrees 
of the Yuan emperors generally follow the rules of the 
Mongolian syntax. Among the most typical features of this 
kind we can list the following [IO]: 

I) the object takes a position preceding to the predicate 
(no matter what kind of a verb is used for the latter) and it 
doesn't need any special formant or suffix. The only excep
tion is the indirect object denoting a person to whom some
thing is given (an addressee) or a person from whom some
thing is taken away (a giver). In both cases, the indirect ob
ject. standing before the verb, may take the postposition 
&@(ft)) gendi: 

2) phrases of existential nature usually have the word 
order reverse to that of Standard Chinese, i.e. the verb fl 
.mu 'to be· goes after. not before, the nominal subject: 

3) a "locative" construction to denote a person or 
a thing according to their location is built with the aid of the 
verbs fl nm 'to be'. 'to be situated',~ shu 'to belong', f±. 
~hu 'to live": 

4) in some cases a personal pronoun functioning as an 
attribute is positioned not before the determined word but 
after it. 

Because of the political prestige of the Mongolian lan
guage in the Chinese society lexical interference was rather 
great. In the Chinese documents of the period one can find 
three main types of borrowings: (i) direct lexical borrow
ings (loan-words), (ii) calques, (iii) semantic borrow
ings [ 11 ]. The first type is predominant. In the process of 
direct lexical borrowing, both the meaning and the sound of 
a borrowed word are copied. It is not infrequent that the 
sounds of a borrowed word deviate from the strict phonetic 
form of its original: a speaker not accustomed to the pho
netics of an unknown language reproduces a word in accor
dance with his native language. Phonetic changes, which 

a borrowed word undergoes in the process of adaptation, 
are sometimes so drastic that the speaker of the borrowed 
language fails to recognize in it the word from his own 
language [ 12]. 

Loan-words are adapted to Chinese grammar, in par
ticular, they take the plural suffix ~ mei and the postposi
tion fR Jg; (ft)) gendi. Besides, there exist hybrid lexical 
formations, with one element belonging to Chinese and the 
other taken from Mongolian. For example, along with the 
word ~@ aolu (=a 'urug) 'the lower (i.e. basic) camp' 
one can see ~ i} '§ aolu guan 'an officer of the lower 
camp' and IS!!@~ p /{if aolu wanhu fu 'governing board 
of camps containing ten thousand [men]'. 

The semantic field of borrowings from Mongolian can 
be deduced from the examples listed below (here we repro
duce nearly all the Mongolian loan-words which can be 
found in the above-mentioned "Index" to Ratchnevsky's 
work) [13]: 

andaxi ~:tJ~ (~N~) ~ aldagi (andagi) 'to 
make a mistake, error, blunder'; 

ao/u IS!!@ ~a 'urug 'lower (i.e. basic) camp'; 

aolu guan ~@'§~'an officer of a lower camp'; 

ao/u wanhuji1 ~~~pmf ~'governing board of 
camps containing ten thousand [men]'; 

balahachi J\ *U ~ $ ~ balayaCi 'guard at the gates 
of the inner wall of the Emperor's City'; 

bicheche •£•W'W' ~ biceCi 'clerk', 'scribe', 'secre
tary': 

bielige 3U .£ ~ ~ beige 'sign', 'mark', 'token', 
'symbol'; 

bolanxi ~ill~~ bularyu 'stray'; 

daluhuachi ~@;ft$ ~ daruyaCi 'chief', 'supe
rior', 'governor'; 

dashiman N9i':ift ~da.fman 'Moslem clergyman'; 

hahan ~~ ~ qayan 'Great Khan', 'emperor', 
'king'; 

huoerchi ;kR,$ ~qorc'i 'archer'; 

kuoduanchi mflj)ffijjffi ~ koto/Ci 'guide', 'escort', 
(a servant who accompanies an official envoy); 

molunchi ~f®iffi ~ morini'i 'herdsman of horses', 
'stableman'; 

qielimachi 1't.£,~$ ~ kelimeci 'translator', 
'interpreter': 

qiexie 1'tff ~ ke.5ig 'emperor's guard'; 

qiexiedai (qiexietai) 1£ff 7 (f:t,ffil°) ~ ke§igtei 
'a soldier of the emperor's guard'; 

qiexiedan 1£ffft ~ kesigten 'soldiers of the em
peror's guard'; 

saoli fflf m ~sa 'uri 'place to sit', 'seat', 'dwelling', 
'residence', 'lodging'; 

suerma ~R,/if (suo/uma 1\1!:@/if) ~ surma 
(sorma, siirme) 'wine': 

tanmachi ~.~$ ~ tamai'i (tammaCi) 'irregular 
troops recruited from nomadic tribes'; 

tuotuohesun ~~7f':1* ~ toqtoyasun (totyosun) 
'a relay officer obliged to control official messengers and 
couriers"; 

wulachi JL:*Uiffi ~ ulaCi[n] 'relay coachman', 
'relay service attendant'; 
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xihaochi 1§'1'$ <c----.~ihaoCi 'falconer'; 
yeke tP, ilJ <c----yeke 'great', 'big', 'large'; 
yeke qiexie tP, ilJ 1$ ff <c---- yeke ke5ig 'the first of four 

corps of the emperor's guard'; 
yeke zhaluhuchi tP, ilJtL$.~$ <c---- yeke jaryuci 

·great judge'; 

yelikewen *1'11 QJm, <c---- erke 'iin 'Christian' (the 
name of Christians, mainly Nestorians, used during the 
Yuan dynasty); 

yunduchi ~\llll$ <c---- iildiiCi 'sword-maker', 'sword
bearer', 'swordsman'; 

zha/ichi tLJI,, $ <c---- jar/iqCi 'Mongolian editor re-
sponsible for writing emperor's edicts'; 

zhaluhuchi tL:ft,tp,$ <c---- jaryuCi 'judge', 'lawyer'; 
zhan ftti <c---- jam 'postal relay station'; 

zhanche ftti* <c----Jamee 'coach of relay service'; 
zhanchi Jlti$ <c----Jama 'relay serviceman'; 
zhanchi guan i\ti$'B <c---- 'relay service officer'; 
zhan guan M'B <c---- 'relay service officer'; 
zhanhu ftti P <c---- 'peasant's homestead put down m 

the list of relay service'; 
zhier tt ~ <c----Ji 'iir 'wing', 'flank', 'side'; 
::hicr toumu tt~!ili § <c---- 'chiefofthe corps(?)' (14]. 

To make a calque means to have the structure and 
meaning of a foreign compound or derivative word repro
duced in a target language, with all its morphems being re
placed by those from this language. Calques, in their turn, 
are divided into three types: 

I) calques in the strict sense, or loan translations, which 
reproduce a source language pattern accurately in an ele
ment-by-element mode; 

2) Joan renditions, in which case a complex unit of 
a source language model gives only a general stimulus for 
the process of reproducing; 

3) loan creations which are generated to obtain nota
tions equivalent to those already existing in a Janguage
"reccivcr" rather than to give names to some innovations of 
cultural level from a "language-giver" [ 15]. 

The number of calques in Ratchnevsky's "Index" is less 
than the number of direct loans, but the very list of them is 
a convincing evidence that this method of enriching the 
lexicon of official documents was far from being occa
sional. However, most of the words given here are repre
sented not by calqucs in the strict sense (i.e. by Joan transla
tions), but exactly by loan renditions and loan creations. In 
addition, some words marked by Ratchnevsky as calques 
(he names them "traduction" to differentiate from "tran
scription", by which direct loan is meant) can be encoun
tered even in texts of the pre-Yuan times. For example. 
the word ~ §' shengzhi 'emperor's decree' is recorded in 
a Song collection of stories [ l 6 ]. Nevertheless, words of 
that sort could be specially coined anew just in the Yuan 
epoch to convey some specific concepts, thus giving rise to 
argument about their origin. 

Among grammatical and lexical calques we can men
tion the following: 

haiiian sahua ff ~lll!l:.ft 'to give a gift' (cf. sauqa); 

haiiianwu ff~ ¥lJ 'donations at the audience' 
( = a 'uljarin ); 

ho::.ao :fi*f 'wine' (= surma); 

changsheng Tian qili-li ~ti:. X. ~ 1J • 'by the Power 
of eternal Heavens'(= mongke tengri-yin kiiciin-dur); 

chengzi-li guanren J:J£r•'Er A 'governor of a city' 
(halaqadun daruqa); 

cishe »:'.~ 'dwelling', 'residence', 'lodging' 
(= sa 'uri); 

duanshiguan llfi $ '§" 'officer whose task is to solve a 
case', 'judge'(= jarguci); 

fuma ift .~ 'son-in-law of an emperor, prince or no
bleman' (Class. Mong. korgen; Modern Mong. tahu
nan[g]); 

kelian f..j.~ 'tax'(= quhCiri); 

lanyi lll!lia 'to take care of things Jost'(= hularyu); 

lu n 'road', 'circuit'(= l'olge); 

madao ~)! 'so to say' - at the end of direct speech 
or quotation(= ge 'eju [ 17)); 

paitou /l!l!iiJi (paizitou /l!l!r!ilil 'chief of ten men' 
(= arabad-un noyan); 

qieliankou 1$m D 'slaves m family services' 
( = ger 'iin ke 'iit); 

qinjuan m~ 'relatives', 'close relatives' (= ursatun; 
Class. Mong. uruq satun); 

shangtou J: iji 'for', 'for the sake of', 'in consequence 
of, 'as', 'because'(= tu/a); 

shengshou ti:.~ 'suffering', 'torment', 'sadness', 
'hardship(= johalang); 

shengzhi ~ §' 'emperor's decree (order)'(= Jarli)'); 

tili RW~ 'generally accepted rule', 'traditional cus
tom', 'habit of common usage', 'principle' (= yosu[n]); 

toumu iji § 'chief of an ethnic or professional group' 
(= otog1ls); 

ye-zhe tP, fl" - modal particle at the end of a phrase 
(= -ayal-eye); 

yi tili 1£( H:W~·according to a custom, rule or law' 
(= yosu 'ar); 

you lai ~ * - modal particle at the end of a phrase 
(= biilii 'e) 'was', 'were', 'has/have been' - past tense of 
hii 'to be'); 

zhangvinguan 1jt EP 'Er 'officer who keeps the seal' 
( = daru)'al'i). 

In the case of semantic borrowings the meaning of 
a word is shifted under the influence of a foreign language, 
that is, a word obtains some new meaning owing to its 
semantic and phonetic similarity to a word of the language 
in contact. If a bilingual speaker identifies semantically 
a word of his native language with some word of a second 
language. he may, furthermore, use the two in identical syn
tactic positions, though for the borrowing language such 
a usage have not been registered before. The character of 
semantic borrowings used in documents can be illustrated 
by the verbs :5U hie 'to break', 'to violate', fl you 'to be', 
'to be situated', and by the preposition • Ii which is used 
in introductory fonnulae of a decree, as well as by some 
other features [ l 8]. 

As far as original Chinese literature is concerned, at 
present we can talk only about the lexical interference, and 
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so the problem in question is reduced to studying the char
acter and amount of loan-words in the texts. From this 
viewpoint. Chinese literature of the Yuan period looks rela
tively homogeneous, with some exceptions though. As an 
example we can mention hybrid Chinese-Mongolian texts 
discovered by A. Waley. Among them of special interest is 
an anonymous collection of songs called "Hunting" (14th 
century) from the poetical anthology ~li] ff: tf.ili I@ Ci /in 
::he yan ('"The Most Beautiful from the Ci Forest"). As 
Waley notes. some parts of the collection so abound in 
Mongolisms that it is difficult to catch the structure of the 
phrase and to understand the meaning [ 19). 

Many dramatic works of the very same period demon
strate an absolutely different picture: mongolisms they con
tain are not so numerous. Our analysis of the collection 
"Selected Yuan Plays" [20). containing more than 500 
pages, and of the data extracted from the article "Some 
loan-words in the language of Yuan plays" by Cai 
Meibiao [21 ]. made it possible to complete a list of no more 
than a dozen of Mongolian words: jei_ t'il ~ haduer 
(= hayarur) 'hero'. 'knight'. 'brave'; Jft![f:I: sadun (= sadun) 
·relative', 'friend'; Wc5 °'1J ha/a (=ala-) 'to kill', 'to mur
der'; J1f'. wU It. hutahai <= xutayail 'robber', 'thief;*~ 
mihan (= mi;ra-[n]) ·meat'; lfl'I: IZ;] sayin (=.rnin) 'good', 
·fine'. 'nice':• m_ ~ 1ietilm1 (= totugail 'head'; JC wU $. 
1rnlachi (= uliic'i[n]) 'relay coachman', 'relay service atten
dant' [22]. The postposition • Ii is found here as well, e.g. 
lllHtlHf! andi-li 'secretely' (along with andi), fflJ~-

daochu-li 'everywhere' (along with daochu), El 1J,. zi 
xiao-li 'since childhood' (along with zi xiao), etc. These 
and some other Mongolian words occur quite regularly in 
the texts, however, their role in them is but insignificant. 
Waley explains this by the fact that specialists in Chinese 
studies have at their disposal relatively late versions of the 
plays, which date back to the Ming period, i.e. to the epoch 
when mongolisms had already been out of use for some 
time. By that time the Chinese had not been able to under
stand them, and, therefore, the mongolisms must have been 
replaced by their Chinese equivalents. We can hardly share 
this point of view. The comparison of the Ming versions 
of some plays with their Yuan originals, which recently be
came available, demonstrates that they are similar in lexi
con. (By the way, this comparison permits us to suggest 
that both the Ming plays and the Yuan ones are variants of 
texts which co-existed in the Yuan period.) Such a negative 
attitude of Chinese playwrights towards mongolisms can be 
satisfactorily explained by what one can name a "language 
loyalty", a phenomenon which came into existence under 
the threat of a deep foreign influence. Being a reaction to 
the language interference, such a "loyalty" turns the mother 
tongue in its standard form into a symbol and "common 
cause" 

Exceptions to the above-mentioned general rule are 
very rare. As an example, let us consider the following lines 
from a play by Guan Hanging [23]: 

CHINESE TEXT 

*~~JT:ff tU~tr:ftt~ ~F~;Jft~F~ 

91fu:E.B1•t 11:1zr@=wUf*' JlT~M 

~ttJt[>~J\ ~fflJfilt*Dt ;Efm~tt:ii 

*~:::f FJE~c -nti.wum W*fPlllttJ 

TRANSCRIPTION 

Michan ::hrngjin tun. Molin hu hui qi. Numen hing sumen. Gongjian zendi she. Sayin da/asun. Jianliao qiangzhao chi. 
Hede suotaha. Diedaojiuslzi shui. Ruo slzuo 11·0 xing ming. Jiajiang hu nengji. Yi dui hulahai. Du shi gou yang di. 

TRANSLATION 

'[We] can eat a wholejin of meat. [We] cannot ride a horse. [We have] bows and arrows, but [do not know] how to 
shoot. If[ we] find good wine, [we] vie with each other in lapping [it]. [We] get drunk and, having tripped [over something], 
[we] fall asleep. If [we] tell our names, even the servants do not remember [them]. [We are] a couple of robbers, sons of 
a bitch'. 

In this short passage eight Mongolian words are used: 
*~ mihan (= mi;r-a[n]) 'meat';:!*~ mo/in(= mori[n]) 
'horse'; ~ r~ 1111111e11 (= numu[n]) 'bow'; )$r~ sumen 
(= sumu[n]) 'arrow'; Jft![IZ;] sayin (= .rnin) 'good', 'fine', 
'nice'; *wU:f% da/asun (=darasu[n]) 'wine'; rl'~J\ 
suoraha (= soytaha) 'to be[ come] drunk', 'drunk' (past 
from sogta-); .~.wU Jt, lzulahai (= ;rulayai) 'robber', 'thief. 

This excerpt seems to be a deliberate parody or an at
tempt to express stylized speech of the characters rather 
than a regular application of foreign words in the Chinese 
language. 

So we can talk of a deep Mongolian influence upon 
Chinese only in connection with the texts translated directly 
from Mongolian. In original Chinese literature, or, at least, 
in most part of it, Mongolian influence is far less if any. As 
for the "hybrid" works presented by Waley, their authors 
are likely to have followed a certain social task and this 
made their language sound a bit unnatural or artificial. 

The variant of the official language produced by the 
Yuan dynasty went out of use with the dynasty's decay, and 
the phenomenon which we call the Mongolian-Chinese 
interference proved to be short-lived. 
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Kojiri'i, Gen tens ho ni mieta kambun ritoku no buntai :it; .. :!j!: 1::~ ;t t~ 1J :t ~ !f <7) >t It ("Chinese style of chancellery in 'Yuan dian 
zhang"'), in Toho gakuho, 24 ( 1954), pp. 367-96; Tanaka Kenji, GentenshO ni okeru mobun chokuyakutai no bunsho 
:it; ... 1:: t; It J., ifi:X:Iiiift!l<7) >t :!j!: ("The style of literal translations from Mongolian in 'Yuan dian zhang' "), ibid., 32 ( 1962), pp. 187-
224; and in Toyoshi kenkyii, 19/4 (1961), pp. 483-501. 

4. See, for example, Igor de Rachcwiltz (op. cit., pp. 68-9): "The pai-hua of most of these documents is simply atrocious; clearly 
they arc the slipshod work of poor and hasty translators. Often the Chinese text is so literal a translation from Mongolian that even the 
Mongolian word order is retained. This fact shows that the translation was almost certainly dictated. However, by the end of the thirteenth 
century this language had to some extent crystallized into stereotyped formulas, the peculiarities of which were discussed for the first 
time by Edouard Chavannes in a series of masterly articles in T 'oung Pao". 

5. I. T. Zograph, Mongo/'sko-kitaiskaia interferentsiia (iaz>k mongol'skoi ka/1/seliarii v Kitae) (Mongolian-Chinese Interference: 
the Official Language of Yuan China) (Moscow, 1984). The book can be of use first of all for specialists in language contacts. The goal of 
the book is firstly to provide a description of the 1280-1368 Chinese language as presented in documents from the Yuan chancellery. 
Secondly. the book aims to show how language interference contributed to the emergence of this variant of the language. In the introduc
tion, general observations concerning "languages in contact" theory are given. It is followed by a brief analysis of the linguistic situation 
in Yuan China and of the language policy of the Mongol rulers, characteristics of the source materials. and a survey of the results of the 
Mongolian-Chinese interaction. Due attention is also paid in the book to specific features of such an amorphous language as the Chinese, 
the features that can affect the lines of its borrowing from some other outer sources. Finally, an outline of grammar is given to present 
a systematic description of "empty words" and grammatical constructions with special emphasis on "irregularities" (from the viewpoint of 
Standard Middle Chinese}, which must be taken into consideration for the correct reading of the texts of the Yuan period. As a specimen 
of the language, the texts of nine documents previously published by Cai Meibiao are given in the original, accompanied by the transcrip
tion and Russian translation with a commentary and glossary: 

(I) the 1276 edict (~\if lingzhi) by Mangala (the third son of emperor Qubilai), the king of Anxi 3i 11§. for the Taoist temple 
Yuwangmiao ~I/{I! (or Shcnyumiao tljl~,Q), region Hanchengxian flfjl(I/,¥, province Shenxi ~i1S. Cai No. 23 (p. 25); (2) the 1280 
decree ('!.\:\if shengzhi) by Qubilai, for the Buddist monastery Feiquanguan ill; .!J'l ll!. region Lingxianxian If fw f,l in Yuzhou jj:JJ-1-1 
(now Yuxian lrf f,%, province Hebei iOJ it. Cai No. 27 (p. 29): (3) the 1311 decree (i' \if shengzhi) by Ayurbarvada, for the Buddist monas
tery Chongshengsi * i' 'if, region Dalixian j; lll1 '*· province Yunnan ~jfj. Cai No. 59 (p. 61 ); (4) the 1314 decree ('!.\:\if shengzhi) by 
Ayurbarvada, for the Taoist temple Dachongyang wanshougong *:lll:lllli~i!l8. region Zhouzhixian §!!' Q. province Shenxi ~i1S. 

Cai No. 64 (p. 66); (5) the 1314 decree (i' \if shengzhi) by Ayurbarvada, for Taoist temple Shanying chuxianggong :§ J!P, flli' rf- 8 (and 
its supervisor Chen Daoming l!iJ)iBJl} in village Shanyingeun §J!P,H. region Anyangxian 'fl:lllll'*- province Henan iOJlfl. Cai No. 65 
(p. 67); (6) the 1321 decree (fB ~ yizhi) by the widow of the emperor of Dhannapala (the grandson of Qubilai). for four Taoist groups in 
Longxingguan Iii \Ill I!!. Hongyuangong ;J1: :it; g, Yanxiaguan i'J! 111!. Yuquanguan :E .\)l II!. headed by supervisors Wang Jinshan ±ii!§, 
Zhang Yuanzhi ij&:it;;jl;;, Song Daochun *ii~. Wang Daoji I\ia. region Yizhou ~HI (now Yixian .11,1/,¥), province Hebei iOJit, Cai 
No. 75 (p. 78); (7) the 1324 decree('!.\: 'g shengzhi) by Yesiin-Tcmiir, for the Taoist monastery Dongyucmiao 'l!:l!*lli (and its supervisor 
Zhang Delin 'JIH~llll) on mount Taishan ~UJ, region Tai'anxian ~'f,;'1fi, province Shandong Ll.Jllt. Cai No. 76 (p. 79); (8) the 1314 decree 
('!.\: ~ shengzhi) by Ayurbarvada, for the Buddist temple Kaihuasi /lll ft'1¥ (headed by His Holiness Jian iii'! arf- and His Holiness Quan 
frarf-) in region Yuanshixian :it;!J:;'*. province Hcbci lOJit. Cai No. 63 (p. 65); (9) the 1326 decree (i'~ shengzhi) by Ycsiin-Temiir, for 
the Taoist temple Tianbaogong 7i:W'8 (headed by the supervisor Wang Qinggui Ii#fl:) in Xuzhou il'HH. province Henan iOJlfl, 
Cai No. 77 (p. 80); 

6. We have made use of only those documents from the Cai Meibiao edition, which were translated from Mongolian. The original 
Chinese documents, also represented in the edition but written in another variant of the language, were not drawn on by us. Cf. comments 
of lriya Yoshitaka below, n. 7. 

7. A detailed review of Cai Meibiao's edition is given in lriya Yoshitaka J... '1':. fl i\!lj, "A critical review or Cai Meibiao's 'Collection 
of Baihua inscriptions on the Yuan stelae"', TOhO gakuho, 26 (1956). According to lriya Yoshitaka, the work by Cai Meibiao contains 
so many weak points that they overweight its advantages. As a collection of documents edited with the purpose to provide basic material 
for scholarly research, the book is unfortunately not accurate enough. To correct Cai Meibiao's mistakes, lriya Yoshitaka used mainly 
the following works: ftfi ~; J1!! 1j;jl;;; l.~;J;j!j ":it;ft 8 if.ii~" (ll::ll= + = '!'' jijj~Ef] 1H1!flJ). R. Bonaparte, Docume/1/s de/ 'epoque mon
go/e des X111 et XIV siec/es (Paris, 1895); Ed. Chavannes, "Inscriptions ct pieces de chancclleric chinoises de l'cpoque mongole", T'oung 
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Pao, 5 ( 1904 ); 6 ( 1905); 9 ( 1908). His main claims arc: (I) not for each text it is indicated whether the original stele still exists, and 
what script was used as the basic one; where the edition of the text used by the author can be found; (2) there are at least 30 inscriptions 
containing texts in the colloquial language not examined by Cai Meibiao in his book; (3) in order to unify the titles Cai Meibiao changed 
deliberately some of them; (4) when reproducing a text already quoted in Feng Chengjun. Cai Meibiao never checked the original, thus re
peating the mistakes of Feng Chengjun; (5) it is not clear why Cai Meibiao included in his book texts Nos. 20 and 29 written in Wenyan. 
If he considered this style as deserving his attention. he should also have included other existing inscriptions in Wenyan; (6) there 
are many misprints and mere mistakes. e.g .. related to the rules of punctuation. some words are missing in the Index, etc. 

Independently of Iriya Yoshitaka we also pointed to some of Cai Meibiao's mistakes: see e.g. n. 11 on p. 23, n. 13 on p. 80, and notes 
to the texts in our Mongo/'sko-kitaiskaia illlerferentsiia. The documents reproduced in this book were compared with the corresponding 
texts published by Ed. Chavanncs (with the exception of the last two, not found in any publications) and the errors were revealed by com
paring them with other texts of similar contents. All detected mistakes and misreadings arc indicated in the notes to the Russian translation 
of the documents. As for the criticism of Iriya Yoshitaka aimed at Cai Meibiao's edition in general, it has no direct relevance to purposes 
of our work, which is focused on the problems of language interference. 

8. Ratchnevsky. op. cit., iii (Paris. 1977). index by Paul Ratchnevsky et Fran9oise Aubin. 
9. Such a comparison with the Mongolian original became possible thanks to the publications of A. M. Pozdneev, see his Lektsii po 

istorii mongol'skoi literatury (Lectures on the History of Mongolian Literature), pts. 1-2 (St. Petersburg, 1896--I 897); also N. N. Poppe, 
Kvadratnaia pis'mennost' (Square Script) (Moscow-Leningrad, 1941 ). Both the books contain transcriptions of texts and their Russian 
translation. We used two texts from the former book (texts Nos. 4 and 6 in our book, see n. 5 above) and four texts from the book by 
Poppe (our texts Nos. I. 4. 5. 6). In some cases. we consulted a book by M. Levicky, who published a number of inscriptions in square 
script. See M. Lcvicky. La langue mongole des transcriptions chinoises de XIV-e siecle. Le Houa-yi yi-yi de 1389 (Wroclaw, 1949). 

10. For more details sec our book, cf. n. 5. 
11. Some scholars tend to regard as borrowings words and expressions which are not borrowings in the full sense of the word but are 

actually a result of contacts with a foreign language and culture. Cf. e.g. E. Haugen, The Norwegian Language in America (Philadelphia, 
1953). ii. chapter 15 ("The process of borrowing"), pp. 383-411. 

12. It is quite often that speakers of a foreign language considerably vary the pronunciation of separate phonemes and their sequences, 
in different ways substituting them with similar sounds from their native language. Below we give examples of proper nouns and some 
other words that occur in different spelling in Chinese documents: 

Ogiidci: :It II.!! i5 wokutai, Fl i5" 7j ruegudai, Fl '5""15 r11eg111ai, ll llf f5 yuegetai, Fl CJ f5 yueketai, Fl 11:117 yuekuodai, ll 11:11 f5 yekuotai; 

Oljeitu: "J\'.~71' wan:hetu. "J\'.~llll wanzhedu, "J\'.~1' wan:hedu, "J\'.1'11'. wan:etu, "J\'.if!lt wanzedu; 

Gegen: !lr ~ gejia11, 'il ~jiejian, ~ ~jiejia11, I;/ ~jiejian, 'llf ~ zijian; 

da.i·man "Moslem clergyman': &9'W dashiman. :kti ~ dashima, ii'liflfi dashimi, ;i:ll\:'j' dashiman, ~'i<W dashiman; 

hayatur 'hero'. 'knight'. 'brave': Jellll~ baduer, :lellol-;\';~ baatuer, Jbt?,;g batu, Ellli' batulu, llllllli' badulu; 

hic'ec'i ·secretary·. 'scribe'. 'clerk': ·i'.'.·i4l$ bishechi, Ill.:!~$ bi:hechi, !II.§. Ji\' biqieqi, •Q'.•fl"lfl bicheche; 

jaryu<'i 'judge'. 'lawyer': c!LO.W# zhaluhuchi, .fli':k# :haluhuochi, e;ie-1<.# zhaluhuochi, ;!LfHE# zhaluhuachi, lfie-:k# 
sa/11/111ochi; 

daruya(·i 'chief. 'superior'. ·governor': iii' 1E t!f; daluhuachi. it ft f; Ii' daluhechen, ~ ilitl :}($ dalahuiochi, ~ ftl 1E $ dalahuachi; 

kelime<'i 'translator·. 'interpreter': tt:~~t!f; qielimachi, Z~'tt!f; qilimichi, \!i:lllffJMJ!\' kelemuerqi; 

</OY<:i ·archer': /:fl# huoluchi. ff~# huoerchi, :}(~$ huocrchi, :}(ifij# huoerchi, ~IA'i!f; huoluchi. 

The way these words were pronounced in the Yuan period can be reconstructed with the aid of dictionaries of rhythms dated back 
to the Yuan time. Their phonetic reconstructions in IPA transcription are given in the book by Zhao Yintang JllHi'.lit, Zhongyuan yin yun 
ra11ji11 cp W ff ii lVf 'If (Research into the Dictionary Zhongvuan yin yun) (Shanghai, 1956). The pronunciation but slightly differ from the 
modern reading of hieroglyphs. 

13. Here and below Mongolian transcriptions are given in the form they are present in the sources used in our research. Sharing 
Ratchnevsky's view of transcription, we decided against unifying the transcriptions since it was not the aim of the study. In specifying 
the original meaning of Mongolian words. we followed the "Mongolian-English Dictionary" edited by F. D. Lessing (Berckley-Los
Angelcs, 1960). 

14. Among these lcxems (as well as calqucs, sec below) there arc some hybrid formations. U. Weinreich considered hybrid compound 
words as a special case of interference between compound lexical units (cf. his Languages in Contact, The Hague, 1962; we used the 
Russian translation of the work la~vkon-e kontak(v. Kiev. 1979, p. 89). Some borrowings, which can be traced back to other languages (in 
particular. words of Iranian or Turkic origin). appeared in Chinese via Mongolian but we do not mark them. Cf. a remark by 
G. D. Sanzheev: "As for Turkic elements in Manchu, they, having appeared in that language through Mongolian and in Mongolian 
form. are considered as Mongolian ones" (idem, "Manchzhuro-Mongol'skie iazykovye paralleli" ("Manchu-Mongolian language paral
lels"'). in J:i·estiia Akademii nauk SSSR. Ordelenie gumanitarnykh nauk, vols. 8-9, (1930), p. 601). 

15. Weinreich. op. cit.; Russian translation. Kiev. 1979, p. 88. 
16. Jing hen to11gsu xiaohuo **®fil'1H\i (Popular Stories Published in the Capital) (Shanghai. 1954), pp. 87, 91. 
17. Ratchnevsky gives the form kemen ("Index", p. 87). 
18. The problem of reverse influence of the Chinese language on the Mongolian also deserves attention. Our comparison of Chinese 

and Mongolian texts. represented only by four rather short documents of similar contents, has revealed in Mongolian as many as 14 
Chinese words and expressions: 

hav Ylf" hen fin yulj gev tav .ihi <----- N::toM1JBlfl( J.::flli baa he xian zhen hong jiao da shi 'great teacher preserving the harmony, 
manifesting the truth. and spreading the doctrine'; 
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c 'an <------ 1!: cang 'canary'; 

dem <------ r;5 dian 'hotel'; 

gey den k 'u <--WHl!ffti.jiedianku 'pawnshop'; 

g!jen <--I!! guan 'monastery'; 

giil) gqn <--/!ill! gong-guan 'monasteries', 'temples'; 

he !jell<------ rim xiayuan 'homestead'; 

l111a <------'ff.fa 'raft'; 

fin iin <------ iJ!l A zhenren 'veritable man'; 

senshi1; <------ jlt!f: xiansheng 'Taoist monk'; 

tidem <------ f!Ell.i tidian 'supervisor'; 

yon t 'ay yiv <------.!ii. :;t: !§ huang taihou 'widowed empress', 'mother of reigning emperor'; 

·am mev <-- li/lll an-miao 'shrine'; 

·iji <--ft\ii yizhi 'decree of the empress'. 
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This list clearly shows that the Mongolians could not do without borrowings from the Chinese. The main reason was the absence 
in the Mongolian language of numerous words to denote things or concepts alien to the Mongolians. Exactly as Mongolian borrowings 
arc changed in Chinese texts, Chinese words in the Mongolian acquire morphological features of the receiving language (e.g. pl. suffix 
-ud, suffixes of dative-locative -da and -dur, etc). Considering the Chinese-Mongolian interference of the Yuan period shows neither 
cultural affinity nor any other uniting factor between the speakers of both the languages. More than that, Mongolian lexicon was not 
quite adequate to meet the requirements of the languages' contact. 

19. See A. Waley, "Chinese-Mongol hybrid songs", Bulletin of the School of' Oriental and Aji-ican Studies, XX ( 1957). 
20. Yuan ren zaju xuan jl; AfiJllJ iB (Selected Yuan zaju) (Peking, 1959). 
21. Cai Meibiao jj*~· "Yuan dai zaju-zhong-di ruogan yiyu" jl;f\fi'1J<Pft-lfi'f ~~("Some borrowings in the language of Yuan 

zaju"), in Zhonggo yuwen, I ( 1957). 
22. In our choice of Mongolian originals we follow here Chinese commentators. However, H. Franke believes (private communica

tion) that the word Oit nj!j ha/a originates from Mongolian qayala (contracted form qiila) 'to break', 'to split' rather than ftom ala 'to kill', 
while the word. m iA tieliwen originates from /eri'un 'head' rather than toluyai 'head'. 

23. Guan Hanqing xiquji 111 il ii!J fl! i!li !f! (Collection of Plays by Guan Hanging) (Peking, 1958), p. 251. 




